
JWorks for Courts
 Intelligent, Dynamic, Intuitive

JWorks puts the power of managing court information in 

your hands – where it belongs. Equal parts case, matter, 

participant, financial, and event management, JWorks 

serves up the information you need, when and how you 

need it.

Predefined templates make setting up your own processes in JWorks 

a snap. Its page designer lets you control how your system looks and 

functions, from what appears on screens to field rules and filters. A robust 

workflow engine guides milestones, resources, and work assignments, 

helping your court run smoothly and within prescribed guidelines.

• Get the big picture then drill right in. JWorks dashboards and task 

queues take you straight to the work that needs your attention. 

• Steer your cases in the right direction with automatic case triage that 

considers unique characteristics and individual case complexity.

• Quickly digest information with summary snapshots of charges, 

matters, events, obligations, and compliance.

• Stay on top of all types of activity by combining calendar views for 

hearings, meetings, tasks, and important case milestones.

• Instantly pinpoint important information with flexible keyword 

inquiries that span cases, participants, calendars, and documents.  

• Responsively designed so no matter where you are or which device 

you choose, JWorks is always accessible.

We’ve designed JWorks as a modifiable-COTS, easily adaptable to changes 

in laws, local rules and court procedures through customer-controlled 

updates to codes, parameters, screens, and business rules. JWorks is built 

on an open architecture that supports national data-sharing standards and 

provides a lightweight, modern, and high-performing court information 

management solution.

JWorks is a new type of system, where 

flexibility and intelligence intersect 

to create a powerful and seamless 

information management environment 

in your court.

“

Get the big picture then drill right in. JWorks 

dashboards and task queues take you straight to 

the work that needs your attention. 
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Unique Capabilities 
Set JWorks Apart

• Customize screens, fields, and flow 

• Design your own attributes for people, cases, 
charges, and events

• Link to reports and other systems from anywhere 

• Associate documents with cases, people, and 
activity

• Build document relationships and packets for 
appeal

• Proactively manage resource utilization 

The JWorks Advantage

JWorks is a new type of system, where flexibility and intelligence 

intersect to create a powerful and seamless information 

management environment in your court. With its core workflow 

and adaptable rules engine, JWorks automates every case no 

matter how diverse, involved, or simple. 

Every Court, Case, and Docket Type

Configurability is key, so JWorks handles any type of case or 

docket without shoehorning your processes into some other 

court’s layout. Even your treatment dockets, pretrial decisions, 

and supervision monitoring are covered in JWorks through its 

seamless integration with the industry-leading Northpointe 

Suite. 
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Where No Other CMS Has Dared to Go


Design your own screens, fields, 

rules, and workflow


Integrate reports and outside 

systems within JWorks


Develop your own APIs for data 

sharing with other agencies

About equivant

We are driven by a justice system that instills confidence through its processes and is accessible to all
citizens. Like you, equivant aims to embrace community while advancing justice and deliver better
outcomes to all who touch the justice system. We do this through our deep domain knowledge, modern
technologies, and expert services that help promote public and individual safety by informing decisions at
every step. As fellow stewards of justice, equivant is committed to your mission and we value your ideals.
Our people operate with fairness and integrity, believing that there is no such thing as “good enough”.
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